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▪ Evidence-based classification in para sport ensures athletes with 

similar sport-specific ability, in the context of physical impairments, 

compete in a specific sport class [1]. 

▪ Para Rowing (PR) classification is based on rowing biomechanics. 

Force is generated in rowing via leg drive, trunk swing and arm pull. 

PR1 and PR2 rowers use a fixed-seat rather than a sliding seat to

row. 

▪ Aim: Explore the contribution of trunk swing to stroke performance 

during fixed-seat rowing in PR1, PR2 and Non-Eligible (NE) rowers as 

controls.

Data collection with Para Rowers took place at a World Rowing Regatta. 

NE rowers were recruited from the University of Victoria in Canada.

Participants performed two 500m pieces on the ergometer using a fixed 

seat in two different conditions (controlling for order-effect):

A) Restricted trunk swing – strapping over the thighs and trunk, 

securing the athlete to the seat and restricting trunk swing.

B) Unrestricted trunk swing – strapping at the thighs with a free 

trunk, allowing for unrestricted trunk swing if the athlete was able to.

Performance measurement: 

▪ Force at the handle was measured with a force transducer in-line with 

the handle attached to the ergometer.

▪ Following each piece, trunk extension force production was measured 

with a hand-held dynamometer in both seating conditions with the 

participants arms crossed across their chest. 

A. Force profiles. B and C. NE and PR2 rowers showed significantly greater stroke impulse (Ns) and mean peak force (N) in the 
unrestricted trunk swing condition than in the restricted trunk swing condition **p<0.01. PR1 rowers showed no significant 
difference in impulse or mean peak force between conditions. D. NE and PR2 rowers demonstrated significantly greater trunk 
extension force than PR1 rowers in both restricted trunk swing and unrestricted trunk swing conditions ††p<0.01. Only the PR1 
rowers generated significantly greater trunk extension force during the supported trunk condition compared to the unsupported
trunk condition **p<0.01. 

References: [1] Tweedy & Vanlandewijck, 2011. BJSM

▪ The results of the present study demonstrate a differentiation in the contribution of trunk swing to rowing performance 

between PR1 and PR2, NE rowers. 

▪ PR2 and NE rowers demonstrated similar contribution of trunk swing to rowing performance.

▪ Findings support the current approach to World Rowing classification of fixed-seat rowers. 
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METHODS

INTRODUCTION RESULTS

PR1 (n=18) PR2 (n=16) NE (n=15)

Age (yrs), mean (SD) 35.47 (11.80) 38.38 (11.67) 19.00 (0.76)

Mass (kg), mean (SD) 65.45 (13.42) 67.50 (11.74) 74.35 (10.17)

Experience, mean (SD)

Years Rowing 3.11 (2.88) 6.69 (5.62) 2.60 (2.20)

Years Comp 2.13 (2.16) 3.81 (3.08) 2.33 (2.26)

Strength (MMT /5), mean (range)

Right Hip Flexion 1 (0-4) 3 (0-5) -

Right Hip Extension 1 (0-4) 4 (0-5) -

Left Hip Flexion 1 (0-5) 4 (3-5) -

Left Hip Extension 1 (0-5) 5 (2-5) -

DISCUSSION

Table 1: Rower Characteristics

Unrestricted trunk swingRestricted trunk swing


